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INTRODUCTION: During mitosis, cells com-
pact their chromosomes into dense rod-shaped
structures to ensure their reliable transmission
to daughter cells. Our work explores how cells
achieve this compaction. We integrate genetic,
genomic, and computational approaches to char-
acterize the key steps in mitotic chromosome
formation from the G2 nucleus to metaphase,
and we identify roles of specific molecular
machines, condensin I and II, in these major
conformational transitions.

RATIONALE: We used chicken DT-40 cells ex-
pressing an analog-sensitive CDK1 to produce

cell cultures that synchronously enter mitosis.
We collected cells at key time points during
mitotic entry; analyzed chromosome organiza-
tion by microscopy, chromosome conformation
capture, and polymer simulations; and delin-
eated a pathway of mitotic chromosome for-
mation. We used engineered cell lines to study
the function of condensin complexes, which
are critical for mitotic chromosome forma-
tion. We fused condensin I and II subunits to
plant auxin-inducible degron domains, thus
enabling their rapid depletion in late G2 just
before mitotic entry. These cell lines allowed
us to determine the roles of condensin I and

II in specific steps of the mitotic chromosome
morphogenesis pathway.

RESULTS: Our analysis of G2 chromosomes
reveals hallmarks of interphase chromosomes,
including topologically associating domains
and compartments. Upon entry into prophase,
this organization is lost within minutes, and
by late prophase, chromosomes are folded as

arrays of consecutive loops
condensed around a cen-
tralaxis.These loopsproject
with randombutmutually
correlated angles from the
axis. During prometaphase,
the loop array undergoes

two major reorganizations. First, it acquires a
helical arrangement of loops. Polymer simula-
tions of Hi-C data show that the centrally
located axis acquires a helical twist so that
consecutive loops emanate as the steps of a
spiral staircase. Second, the chromatin loops
become nested with ~400-kb outer loops split
up by ~80-kb inner loops. As prometaphase
proceeds, chromosomes shorten through pro-
gressive helical winding, with the numbers of
loops per turn increasing. As a result, the size
of ahelical turngrows from~3Mb (~40 loops) to
~12 Mb (~150 loops). Depletion of condensin
I or II before mitotic entry revealed their
differing roles in mitotic chromosome forma-
tion. Either condensin can mediate loop array
formation. However, condensin II is required
for the helical twisting of the scaffold from
which loops emanate, whereas condensin I
modulates the size and arrangement of nested
inner loops.

CONCLUSION: We describe a pathway of
mitotic chromosome folding that unifies many
previous observations. In prophase, condensins
mediate the loss of interphase organization and
the formation of arrays of consecutive loops. In
prometaphase, chromosomes adopt a spiral
staircase–like structure with a helically arranged
axial scaffold of condensin II at the bases of
chromatin loops. The condensin II loops are
further compacted by condensin I into clusters
of smaller nested loops that are additionally
collapsed by chromatin-to-chromatin attrac-
tions. The combination of nested loops distrib-
uted around a helically twisted axis plus dense
chromatin packing achieves the 10,000-fold
compaction of chromatin into linearly organized
chromosomes that is required for accurate
chromosome segregation when cells divide.▪
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A pathway for mitotic chromosome formation. In prophase, condensins mediate the
loss of interphase chromosome conformation, and loop arrays are formed. In prometaphase,
the combined action of condensin I (blue spheres in the bottom diagram) and II (red spheres)
results in helically arranged nested loop arrays.
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Mitotic chromosomes fold as compact arrays of chromatin loops.To identify the pathway
of mitotic chromosome formation, we combined imaging and Hi-C analysis of synchronous
DT40 cell cultures with polymer simulations. Here we show that in prophase, the interphase
organization is rapidly lost in a condensin-dependent manner, and arrays of consecutive
60-kilobase (kb) loops are formed. During prometaphase, ~80-kb inner loops are nestedwithin
~400-kb outer loops.The loop array acquires a helical arrangement with consecutive loops
emanating from a central “spiral staircase” condensin scaffold.The size of helical turns
progressively increases to ~12megabases during prometaphase. Acute depletion of condensin I
or II shows that nested loops form by differential action of the two condensins, whereas
condensin II is required for helical winding.

C
hromosomes substantially change their con-
formation as cells progress through the cell
cycle. Throughoutmost of interphase, chro-
mosomes of vertebrates display two layers
of organization: topologically associating

domains (TADs) (1, 2) and A and B compart-
ments (3). At a finer scale, chromatin looping be-
tween promoters, enhancers, and CTCF-bound
sites (4, 5) facilitates gene regulation. During mi-
tosis, these features disappear and chromosomes
are compacted into dense arrays of randomly
positioned consecutive chromatin loops (6–9).
Although the organization of these two states

is now increasingly understood, much less is
known about how cells convert from one state
to the other. Previous microscopy observations
revealed that chromosomes become recognizable
during prophase and form linearly organized
structures where sister chromatids are initially
mixed (10–13). By late prophase, sister chromatid
arms separate, and each chromatid is thought to
be organized as an array of loops that emanate
from an axial core containing condensin com-

plexes and topoisomerase II alpha (14–18). During
prometaphase, the chromatids shorten andbecome
thicker (11), ultimately forming fully condensed
metaphase chromosomes (19). How compaction
of loop arrays occurs during prometaphase is
not known.
We employed a chemical-genetic system for

highly synchronous entry of DT40 cells into
prophase. DT40 cells are karyotypically stable,
near diploid (fig. S1), and have been extensively
used for analysis of mitotic chromosome orga-
nization (20). The use of chemical genetics (21)
in this cell system allowed us to apply the Hi-C
method with high temporal resolution and to
determinehowchromosomeconformationchanges
as cells disassemble the interphase nucleus and
formmitotic chromosomes (22, 23). These data,
combined with polymer simulations (24, 25) and
direct imaging, reveal amitotic chromosomemor-
phogenesis pathway with distinct transitions,
including compartment and TAD loss, loop array
formation by late prophase, and chromosome
shortening during prometaphase through grow-
ing andwinding of loops around a central helical
scaffold. We used an auxin-inducible degron
approach (26, 27) to identify distinct key roles
for condensin I and II in this pathway.

Results
Synchronous progression into mitosis

Toobtain cultures of cells that synchronously enter
mitosis, we arrested cells in G2 by selectively
inhibiting CDK1. We stably expressed a variant
ofXenopus laevis CDK1 cDNA (CDK1as) harbor-
ing a Phe80→Gly80mutation inDT40 cells (22, 28).
Thismutation renders CDK1as sensitive to inhibi-
tion by the adenosine triphosphate analog 1NM-
PP1 (22). We then used CRISPR-Cas9 to disrupt
the endogenous CDK1 gene. Growing cells for
10 hours in the presence of 1NM-PP1 efficiently

arrested >90% of cells in G2, as indicated by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) (table S1
and fig. S2) and microscopy analysis of chromo-
some and nuclear morphology (Fig. 1A). Washing
out 1NM-PP1 led to rapid release of cells from the
G2 arrest and synchronous entry into prophase.
This system allowed us to study chromosome

morphogenesis by harvesting cells at sequential
time points for imaging and Hi-C analysis as
they synchronously progress through mitosis.
For some cultures collected at later time points
(30 to 60 min), we added nocodazole 30 min
before their release from the 1NM-PP1 arrest, to
block the metaphase-anaphase transition (see
supplementary materials and methods). All of
the time courses described herewere performed
in duplicate and results were highly concordant.
DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) staining
showed the expected chromosome condensation
and individualization in prophase (Fig. 1A). Nuclear
envelope breakdown (NEBD) occurred around
time t = ~7 to 10 min, as evidenced by staining
for lamin B1, which diffuses into the cytoplasm
upon NEBD (fig. S3) (29), and by measuring the
association of previously cytoplasmic condensin I
subunits with the chromosomes (CAP-D2, CAP-G,
and CAP-H and increased levels of SMC2 and
SMC4) (fig. S4, A and B). In accordance with
previous studies, our proteomic analysis (fig. S4B)
showed that by late prophase, cohesin (SMC1 and
SMC3) has largely dissociated from the arms of
sister chromatids, which separate but remain
aligned (11, 12, 30, 31). Chromosome shortening
subsequently occurred during prometaphase, and,
at the late time points, fully condensed chromo-
somes were observed (Fig. 1A).

Loss of compartments and TADs
in prophase

Hi-Canalysis showed thatG2-arrested cells displayed
all features characteristic of vertebrate interphase
cells (8). First, chromosomes formed territories,
as indicated by relatively high levels of intra-
chromosomal interactions (3). Second, chromo-
somes displayed the characteristic pattern of active
A and inactive B compartments, as revealed by
the plaid pattern of Hi-C interactions (3) (Fig. 1B).
The locations of these compartments in G2

resembled those detected in exponentially grow-
ing cells, though the compartment signal strength
was stronger and the pattern sharper in the
synchronous cells, likely as a result of uniform-
ity in cell cycle stage. Third, TADs were readily
visible in the Hi-C interaction maps as squares
of relatively high interaction frequencies along
the diagonal (Fig. 1C). TAD boundaries were
similar in position and strength to those in non-
synchronous cells, as determined using an in-
sulation score calculated from a 250-kb sliding
window (32) (fig. S5). Finally, we analyzed how
contact frequency (P) between locus pairs depends
on their genomic distance (s). P(s) decays with
genomic distance, and this relationship changes
with different cell cycle stages (8). For G2 cells,
we found P(s) to be highly similar to that ob-
served previously in nonsynchronous cells (figs.
S6 and S7). Together, these analyses show that
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G2 chromosomes, which are composed of two
closely aligned and likely catenated sister chro-
matids, are organized similarly to G1 chromo-
somes (8).
This interphase chromosomal organizationwas

rapidly lost upon release of cells into prophase. As
soon as 5 min after removal of 1NM-PP1, we de-
tected a marked reduction in the typical plaid pat-
tern of long-range interactions, indicating a loss of
compartments (Fig. 1B). By 10min (late prophase),
compartments were mostly gone. At the same
time, TADs were also lost (Fig. 1C and fig. S8).
We used eigenvector decomposition to quan-

tify the disappearance of compartments (33). The
first eigenvector readily captured compartments
at t = 0 and 2.5 min, but starting at t = 5 min it
explained progressively less of the variance in
the Hi-C interaction maps, indicating weaken-
ing of the compartment structure. By t = 7.5 min,
the strength of the first eigenvector fell to 17%
(from 80% at t = 0 min), and by t = 10 min, it no
longer captured compartments. Loss of compart-
ments was also quantified by calculating the ratio
of A-to-A or B-to-B interactions over A-to-B inter-
actions for the full time course. From t = 0 to
2.5 min and onward, this fraction decreased stead-
ily, indicating that preferential interactionswithin
compartments are lost (Fig. 1D and fig. S9).
The strength of TADs can be quantified using

the insulation score, which indicates the amount

of contacts formed across a locus up to a certain
distance (32). TAD boundaries have a low score
(indicative of high insulation), whereas loci in-
side TADs show a high score (little insulation).
The genome-wide variance of insulation scores
provides a quantitative measure of the presence
of TADs (8). Starting at t = 2.5 min, the variance
of the insulation profiles progressively decreased,
indicating the loss of TADs (Fig. 1C and fig. S5B).
By t = 7.5 min, the variance was reduced by more
than a factor of 2, and by t = 10 min, no TADs
were detected. This conclusion was confirmed by
plotting the average Hi-C interaction pattern at
and around TAD boundaries identified in G2 at
different time points during mitosis (Fig. 1C).
Insulation was strongest in G2, and, by late pro-
phase, insulation values were near background
levels (quantified in fig. S10). We conclude that
compartments and TADs disappear rapidly dur-
ing early prophase.
By lateprophase,when sister armshave resolved

(11, 34), and around the time of nuclear envelope
breakdown (t ~ 7.5 to 10 min), the Hi-C maps are
characterized by a general decay of contact
frequency P with genomic distance s (Fig. 2A).
The shape of the P(s) curve changes as prophase
progresses. In G2 cells, it is shallow [P(s) ~ s−0.5]
up to a distance of several hundred kilobases,
reflecting compaction within TADs (35, 36), but
for larger distances the decay becomes steeper.

During prophase, the initial shallowdecay extends
for longer-range interactions, with a steeper drop
at 2 Mb at t = 10 min, which suggests a higher
degree of compaction. As we demonstrate below,
this decay and shape are consistent with the
formation of a linearly arranged, layered organi-
zation of the chromosome (8), where the size of
each layer corresponds to the position of the
steep drop in the P(s) curve.

Appearance of a second diagonal band in
Hi-C maps from prometaphase cells

At t = 15 min, when cells have entered pro-
metaphase, the Hi-C maps produce a P(s) curve
with a drop at 2 Mb. A distinct second diagonal
band appears, running in parallel with the pri-
mary diagonal for all loci and chromosomes
(Fig. 1B and fig. S11). This second diagonal rep-
resents increased interaction frequencies between
any pair of loci separated by ~3 Mb. At 15 min,
this feature is clearly observed in P(s) plots as a
local peak at ~3 Mb (Fig. 3A and figs. S6 and S7).
As cells progress through prometaphase, the
position of the drop in P(s) and the position of
the second diagonal migrate to larger genomic
distances (Fig. 3A and figs. S6 and S7). By t =
60 min, when compact metaphase chromosomes
have formed, the second diagonal is positioned
at ~12 Mb and appears more diffuse. The second
diagonal appears in all chromosomal maps, and
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Fig. 1. Chromosome morphogenesis during synchronous mitosis.
(A) Representative DAPI images of nuclei and chromosomes in CDK1as
DT40 cells taken at the indicated time points (in minutes) after release from
1NM-PP1–induced G2 arrest show mitotic chromosome formation. NEBD,
nuclear envelope breakdown. (B) Hi-C interaction maps of chromosome 7
(binned at 100 kb) from cells collected at the indicated time points in prophase

and prometaphase show large-scale changes in contact frequencies as
cells progress through mitosis. (C) The average interaction maps centered
around G2 TAD (topologically associating domain) boundaries. TAD
boundaries disappear. (D) Compartmentalization saddle plots: average
distance-normalized interaction frequencies between cis-pairs of 100-kb
bins arranged by their G2 eigenvector value (EV1). Compartments disappear.
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its position is independent of chromosome size
over two orders of magnitude (fig. S11). The ap-
pearance and movement of the second diagonal
is not dependent or affected by nocodazole: No
nocodazole was added to the t = 15 min sample,
and a replicate Hi-C data set obtained from a
culture collected at t = 30 min in the absence of
nocodazole was nearly identical to the data ob-
tained in the presence of nocodazole (table S2
and figs. S7 and S8). Together, these P(s) curves
reveal a periodicity of interactions that reflects
chromosome structure at the scale of megabases.
The only known regular periodic structural

feature of chromosomes is helical coiling, which
was first described in 1880 (37) and can be
observed in certain chromosome preparations

(10, 38–40). Experimentally induced banding of
the chromosome arms is much more irregular
(41). In helical chromosomes with a pitch (the
length of a complete helical turn) of ~3Mb, each
locus is in relatively close proximity to loci posi-
tioned one turn up or down the chromosome;
that is, 3 Mb up- or downstream along the DNA.
The progressivemovement of the second diagonal
band to larger distances during prometaphase
would reflect an increased “winding up” and
shortening of the helix.
Although these are the first Hi-C data reveal-

ing the helical coiling of chromosomes, the chick-
en DT40 late prometaphase (t = 60 min) Hi-C
contact maps strongly resemble those for mitotic
human HeLa S3 chromosomes that we had re-

ported earlier (8). In fact, reanalysis of mitotic
HeLa S3 Hi-C data in more detail by deeper
sequencing revealed a weak second diagonal
band at a ~10-Mb distance (fig. S12), which sug-
gests that this periodic folding is a conserved
feature of vertebrate mitotic chromosomes.

Testing models of chromosomes

Previous studies have suggested that mitotic
chromosomes are organized as arrays of consec-
utive loops emanating from a condensin-rich
scaffold, forming a polymer bottlebrush (42, 43),
with a layered organization of loops (6, 8, 19, 44).
To understand chromosome organization at dif-
ferent stages of compaction, we built coarse-
grainedmodels of chromosomes as arrays of loops,
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Fig. 2. Prophase chromosomes fold as axially compressed loop arrays.
(A) Genome-wide curves of contact frequency P(s) versus genomic
distance s, normalized to unity at s = 100 kb. The curves are derived from
prophase Hi-C data at the indicated time points after release from
G2 arrest. The dotted line indicates P(s) = s−0.5 observed for mitotic
chromosomes (8). log, asynchronous culture. (B) Overview of the
coarse-grained model of prophase chromosomes. The chromosome is
compacted into a series of consecutive loops and compressed into a
cylindrical shape. The loop bases form a scaffold at the chromosomal axis,
each loop occupies a cylindrical sector of height h and angular size ϕ,
oriented at angle qi. Dz, loop separation.The coarse-grained model predicts
the P(s) curve to have three distinct regions: intraloop (I), intralayer (II),
and interlayer (III) regions. (C) Best-fitting P(s) predictions by the
coarse-grained model for late prophase (t = 7.5 min) under two different
assumptions on loop orientations: (top) uncorrelated and (bottom)
correlated orientations of consecutive loops. Uncorrelated angular loop
orientations lead to a plateau in P(s) in the intralayer, whereas correlated

angles lead to the experimentally observed P(s) = s−0.5 (right panels).
(D) Polymer models of prophase chromosomes. A chromosome is
modeled by a polymer (dark gray circles), arranged into an array of
consecutive loops (loop bases indicated in orange) and compacted into
a cylinder with a specified volume density (bottom right). (E) Goodness
of fit for simulated versus experimental P(s). Polymer simulations
were performed for a range of loop densities and loop lengths, and P(s)
was calculated for each simulation. The heat map shows the quality
of a match between the predicted and experimental P(s) curves at late
prophase (t = 7.5 min). (F) P(s) derived from late prophase Hi-C
experiments (green line) and the best-fitting polymer models (grayscale
lines). Average loop size and linear density of loops along the chromosome
axis are listed. (G) Top and side view of the best-fitting polymer model
of late prophase chromosomes. Loop bases are shown in red and
several loops rendered in different colors. (H) Average loop size and linear
density of the three best-fitting models of prophase chromosomes at
different time points.
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aiming to reproduce P(s) curves of Hi-C data,
separately for each time point. In thesemodels, a
chromosome is represented by a cylinderwith an
axial scaffold; loop bases are arranged consec-
utively along the scaffold, and each chromatin
loop, emanating from the scaffold in a particular
direction, is represented by a blob of loci (Fig. 2B
and supplementary materials. Further support for
a centrally located spiraling scaffold is provided
by analysis of chromosome shape and SMC2-
mAID-GFP,CAP-H–mAID–GFP,orCAP-H2–mAID–
GFP localization alongmitotic chromosomes from
colchicine-arrestedandanaphaseDT40cells (mAID,
minimal auxin-inducible degron domain; GFP,
green fluorescent protein) (Fig. 3B and figs. S15
and S16). We observe a pattern of condensin lo-
calization that is consistent with a helical path
of the scaffold. Loops are regularly placed along
the axis, with angular positions determined by
a stochastic model. Loop sizes are exponentially
distributed, and bases of loops are not positioned
at defined genomic sequences or loci (8). Analysis
of condensin chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) data forDT40 cells (45) supports sequence-
independent positioning for >95% of loops (fig.
S13; also seeDiscussion section). For specificmod-
els of loop arrangements, presented below,
the P(s) curve can be found analytically as the
return probability of a stochastic process describ-
ing angular positions of loops (supplementary
materials and methods section “Coarse-grained
model of contact probability decay inmitotic chro-
mosomes”). The resulting P(s) always has three
regions (Fig. 2B): (i) the intraloop region at short
separations, where two loci are likely to be with-
in the same loop and P(s) reflects the internal
organization of loops; (ii) the intralayer region
at larger genomic separations, where loci are po-
sitioned on different loops within the same axial
layer of the cylindrical chromosome and P(s) re-
flects the specific arrangement of loops relative
to each other; and (iii) the interlayer that appears
as a steep drop in contact frequency at large
genomic distances, where loci are positioned in
loops that are so distant along the scaffold that
their blobs can no longer overlap. In the P(s) plot
of experimental Hi-C data throughout mitosis,
the intralayer region and the drop-off can be
readily discerned (Fig. 2, A and C).

Prophase chromosomes

The coarse-grained models show that the rela-
tive orientation of consecutive loops strongly
affects the shape of the P(s) curve in the intralayer
region. If the orientations of consecutive loops are
independent of each other, the contact frequency
P(s) does not decay with genomic distance in the
intralayer region, as any two of loops within a layer
are equally likely to interact (Fig. 2C). In contrast,
introducing correlations between orientations of
consecutive loops—that is, forcing neighboring
loops to project in similar directions—makes them
follow an angular random walk. The angular ran-
dom walk is a one-dimensional random walk on
a circle and has a return probability of P(s) ~ s−0.5

until the full turn is made by the walk. The
P(s) ~ s−0.5 decay followed by a drop is in good

agreement with the late prophase Hi-C data (t =
7 to 10 min) (Fig. 2C). Taken together, these
results suggest that by late prophase chromosomes
are already organized into arrays of consecutive
loops with correlated angular orientations.
We developed detailed polymermodels to test

whether specific classes of conformations can
reproduce experimental Hi-C data, though our
models do not prove mechanisms by which
these structures form. Further, all of our simu-
lations produce equilibrium models and do not
reflect kinetics of chromosome folding. In these
models, chromatin is represented as a 10-nm
fiber (46, 47), where one monomer corresponds
to one nucleosome (Fig. 2D), allowing us to sim-
ulate up to 40 Mb of chromatin. Prophase chro-
mosomes are modeled as arrays of consecutive
loops of exponentially distributed length and
random genomic locations, emanating from a
flexible scaffold, as would result from a loop
extrusion process (48). The loop array is further
condensed by imposing poor solvent conditions
to the density observed in electron microscopy
(one nucleosome per cube of dimensions 11 nm
by 11 nm by 11 nm; i.e., ~40% volume fraction)
(49) while preserving the overall cylindrical shape
of the chromosome (Fig. 2D). We systematically
varied two parameters: the average loop size and
the linear loop density along the chromosomal
scaffold (Fig. 2E). For all combinations, we gen-
erated equilibrium conformations, simulated a
Hi-C experiment, and evaluated its ability to repro-
duce P(s) curves from Hi-C data for different
time points during prophase (Fig. 2, E to H).
These polymer models can accurately repro-

duce P(s) (20 kb < s < 4 Mb) for all prophase
time points, in agreement with the prediction of
the coarse-grained model (Fig. 2C). The best-
matchingmodels for later prophase time points,
when sister chromatids are separate and lie side-
by-side, have gradually increasing average loop
size—from40 to 50 kb at t= 5min to ~60 to 70 kb
at t = 10 min (Fig. 2H)—thus reproducing the
gradually shifting position of the drop-off from
2 to 3.5 Mb (i.e., increase of the layer size) while
maintaining about the same linear loop den-
sity of ~50 loops per layer and ~250 loops per
micrometer. These results are consistent with a
model in which loop arrays are formed early in
prophase and loop sizes grow gradually, for in-
stance, by merging smaller adjacent loops (25).
Thus, both coarse-grained models and polymer
simulations indicate that by late prophase, chro-
mosomes fold as dense arrays of loops, with con-
secutive loops positioned with correlated radial
orientations.

Prometaphase spirals

A notable feature of prometaphase Hi-C data is
the appearance of the second diagonal band,
which appears as a distinct peak on the P(s) curves
(Fig. 3A). This feature cannot be explained by
interactions between sister chromatids, as these
become minimal in prometaphase, and simu-
lations show that no amount of overlap between
sisters gives rise to such a periodic pattern in
interactions (fig. S14). As argued above, periodic

interactions seen by Hi-C are most readily ex-
plained by a helical organization of mitotic loop
arrays, which has been observed microscopically
(6, 10, 40, 50). Two classes of chromosome ar-
chitecture can give rise to periodicity in contact
frequencies: an external helix in which the whole
chromosome is folded into a solenoid (50) (the
solenoid model) and a staircase model in which
consecutive loops wind in a helical order around
a centrally located scaffold (internal helix). The
term “scaffold” does not necessarily imply a solid
integrated structure stretching from one end of
the chromosome to the other. By modeling, we
examined these classes of architectures and the
continuum of models between them.
To explore whether an internal helix can arise

through reorganization of loop orientationswhile
preserving the cylindricalmorphology of thewhole
chromosome,we extendedour coarse-grainedpro-
phase model (Fig. 2B) by adding a preferred
angular orientation for each loop: (i) As in pro-
phase, the orientation of each loop is correlated
with its neighbors; or (ii) these loopshavepreferred,
but not fixed, orientations that follow a helical path,
thus winding around the chromosomal scaffold
(Fig. 3B). Loops in this spiral staircase model
follow an angular Ornstein-Uhlenbeck random
walk with bias toward preferred positions, and
P(s) can be found analytically (51) (see supple-
mentarymaterials andmethods, subsection “Loops
with spiral staircase orientation”). This coarse-
grained model yields a P(s) curve that closely
follows the experimental prometaphase P(s) and
displays both theP(s) ~ s−0.5 decay and the narrow
peak corresponding to the second diagonal band
(Fig. 3C). These results indicate that (i) the emer-
gent second diagonal band in Hi-C data can
result from a spiral organization and (ii) such
organization can arise frompreferred orientations
of loops around the central scaffold.
Detailed polymer modeling allowed us to ex-

plore a broader range of architectures, with both
external and internal helices, and to obtain quan-
titative estimates of loop sizes and other aspects
of organization. Two aspects of the prometaphase
organizationmust be captured by anymodel: (i) a
higher linear density of chromatin of up to 50 to
70 Mb/mm, necessitating an evolution of the loop
architecture, and (ii) spiraling of the scaffold. The
higher density of loops can be achieved by a
nested loop organization inwhich several smaller
(inner) loops are organized consecutively within
each larger (outer) loop whose bases form the
central axis (Fig. 3D). The presence of nested loops
is an essential feature for prometaphasemodels, as
models with a single layer of loops could not
reproduce Hi-C P(s) curves even when other pa-
rameters were varied (fig. S14B). Tomodel helical
architecture, wemade the scaffold follow a helical
path in three dimensions while allowing loops to
adopt their equilibrium conformations within an
otherwise cylindrical chromosome (Fig. 3D).
We systematically varied the model parame-

ters, such as geometry of the spiral scaffold and
loop sizes (Fig. 3E). By doing this, we were also
able to probe different lengths and widths of
chromosomes as the volume density was kept
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constant. For t = 30 min, the best agreement
was achieved for a relatively narrow internal
spiral staircase–like scaffold (width R = 30 to
60 nm) (Fig. 3, F and G). This spiral is much
narrower than the ~300-nm diameter of the
chromatid and has a small pitch (height of one
turn: 100 to 200 nm) (Fig. 3H). This spiral

arrangement of loop bases can achieve helical
winding of loops that reproduces the second
diagonal in the interactionmaps and the peak on
the P(s) curves for t = 15, 30, and 60 min (Fig. 3,
F to H). Wider spiraling of the scaffold (Fig. 3G,
III) approximating external helix architectures
(50) failed to accurately reproduce P(s) (fig. S14C).

Further support for a centrally located spiraling
scaffold is provided by analysis of chromosome
shape and SMC2-mAID–GFP, CAP-H–mAID–GFP,
or CAP-H2–mAID–GFP localization along mitotic
chromosomes from colchicine-arrested and ana-
phase DT40 cells (mAID, minimal auxin-inducible
degron domain; GFP, green fluorescent protein)
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Fig. 3. Helical organization of prometaphase chromosomes. (A) Genome-
wide curves of contact frequency P(s) versus genomic distance (separation, s),
normalized to unity at s = 100 kb.The curves are derived from Hi-C data
obtained from prometaphase cells (t = 10 to 60 min after release from G2

arrest). The dashed line indicates P(s) = s−0.5. Arrows indicate positions of a
local peak in P(s) representing the second diagonal band observed in Hi-C
interactionmaps. (B) Coarse-grainedmodel of prometaphase chromosomes
with staircase loop arrangement. (Left, top) The staircase loop arrangement
implies that loops rotate in genomic order around a central scaffold
(supplementary materials). (Left, bottom) Angles of adjacent loops are
correlated and steadily increasing, reflecting a helical arrangement of loops.
(Right) This helical arrangement can be observed as gyres by DNA staining,
and a helical scaffold can be observed in cells expressing GFP-tagged
condensins. (C) Best-fitting P(s) predictions by the staircase coarse-grained
model for late prometaphase t = 30 min (left panel) and t = 60 min (right
panel) after release from G2 arrest (Hi-C data: colored lines; model; gray
lines). (D) Polymer model of prometaphase chromosomes. Chromosomes
are modeled as arrays of consecutive nested loops with a helical scaffold
(outer loops in red; inner loops in blue; also indicated diagrammatically at
bottom right). (E) Goodness of fit for simulated versus experimental P(s).

Polymer simulations were performed with varying the helix height (nano-
meters), the size of a helical turn (megabases), and the sizes of the inner and
outer loops. P(s) was calculated for each simulation.The heat maps show
the quality of the best match between the predicted and experimental P(s) at
prometaphase (t=30min),when two out of four parameters were fixed to the
specified values. (F) P(s) derived from prometaphase Hi-C experiments
(colored lines) and the best-fitting polymer models (gray lines). (Left) t =
30 min; (right) t = 60 min after release from G2 arrest.The average size of
outer and inner loops, length of a helix turn, and helical pitch are indicated.
(G) Parameters of the helical scaffolds from the best-fitting polymer
models. x axis: ratio of the radius of the helical scaffold to that of the whole
chromatid; y axis: ratio of the pitch to the helix radius.The dashed lines show
the corresponding values (0.46 and 2.5122) for the optimal space-filling
helix (84). Classical solenoid configurations are predicted to be in sector III,
whereas the spiraling staircase configurations are in I and II. On the right,
three examples ofmodels of type I, II, and III are shownwith loops bases in red
and several individual loops rendered in different colors. Also shown is a
schematic of a prometaphase chromosome with the helical winding of loops
indicated by an arrow around the loop array. (H) Parameters of the best three
models of prometaphase chromosomes at different time points.
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(Fig. 3B and figs. S15 and S16). We observe a pat-
tern of condensin localization that is consistent
with a helical path of the scaffold. Taken together,
coarse-grained and polymer models that agree
with Hi-C data overwhelmingly support the spiral
staircase (internal helix) architecture of the scaf-
fold (I and II in Fig. 3G) and subsequent helical
winding of loops.
By fitting consecutive time points probed by

Hi-C, we found that the linear chromatin density
of the best-matching models continued to grow
throughout prometaphase, in agreement with
the observed steady shortening of mitotic chro-
mosomes (Figs. 1A and 3H and fig. S18). Simu-
lations show that shifting the peak in P(s) to
larger genomic distances representing the second
diagonal in consecutive time points (Fig. 3A) can
be achieved by increasing the radius of the helical
scaffold from 30 to 100 nm, the radius of the
chromatid from300 to 360 nm, and the pitch from
100 to 250 nm, while maintaining a constant outer
and inner loop size (~400 and ~80 kb, respectively)
(Fig. 3H). These changes lead to an increase in the
amount of DNA (megabases) per turn of the spiral
from ~3 Mb in early prometaphase up to ~12 Mb
by late prometaphase. Thus, comparison of the
dimensions of our best models with direct micro-
scopic measurements of prometaphase chromo-
somes prepared according to the Hi-C protocol
reveals good agreement between experiment and
predictions (fig. S17).

Condensins are critical for prophase
chromosome morphogenesis

To determine the role of condensin complexes in
chromosomemorphogenesis, we fused anmAID
degron to SMC2 (table S3). In the presence of the
plant F-box proteinOsTIR1, the addition of auxin
induces rapid proteasome-dependent degradation
of the SMC2-mAID protein, thus disrupting both
condensin I and II complexes (18, 26, 27). Incu-
bation of cells for 3 hours in the presence of
auxinduring the 1NM-PP1–inducedG2 arrest (sup-
plementary materials) reduced SMC2 levels to
<5% (fig. S19). Surprisingly, this did not affect
global chromosome organization, as compart-
ments and TADs were comparable to those in
wild-type (WT) G2 arrested cells (Fig. 4A and
fig. S20). Cells entered prophase rapidly after
washout of 1NM-PP1, and the onset of NEBD, as
indicated by DAPI staining, occurred as in the
wild type at ~7 to 10 min (fig. S21).
Chromosomes in SMC2-depleted cells did not

formwell-resolved chromatids as cells progressed
to prometaphase, confirming previous observa-
tions (fig. S21) (18, 52–54). Chromatin in such cells
lacks functional condensin (55, 56) but nonetheless
achieves anormal degree of chromatin compaction
despite the absence of individualized chromo-
somes (57). FACS analysis confirmed that these
cells are incapable of normal mitotic exit. They
ultimately undergo mitotic slippage, forming tet-
raploid interphase cells (fig. S2).
Hi-C analysis revealed that in the absence of

SMC2, interphase compartments and TADs were
still present and largely unaffected by late pro-
phase, at a time when they were completely dis-

assembled in the wild type (t = 10 min) (Fig. 4A
and fig. S20A). NEBD and spindle assembly did
occur, which indicates that cells progressed to
physiological prometaphase. In prometaphase
(t = 45 and 75 min), compartments and TADs
progressively weakened but remained detect-
able (Fig. 4A and figs. S22 and S23). No second
diagonal, characteristic for WT prometaphase,
ever appeared in the Hi-C maps (Fig. 4A); instead
P(s) curves show little change from G2 (figs. S20A
and S24 to S26). Preferential compartmental
(A-to-A and B-to-B) interactions became progres-
sively weaker (figs. S20A and S22A). Analysis of
the variation of the insulation score along chro-
mosomes indicated that TAD boundaries were
reduced in strength but not eliminated (Fig. 4A
and fig. S23). Further, removal of cohesin (SMC1
and SMC3) and CTCF from chromatin, as as-
sessed by chromatin enrichment for proteomics
(58), was delayed and reduced compared with
in the wild type (fig. S4D). This may explain
the incomplete loss of TAD boundaries. Com-
bined, these data reveal that condensin is not
required for TAD and compartment architecture
during interphase. In its absence, mitotic chro-
matin is compacted but chromosomes do not be-
come individualized or acquire the normal mitotic
morphology; however, elements of interphase
architecture are partially preserved. This indi-
cates (i) that compaction and formation of rod-
shaped mitotic chromosomes are two separate
processes, as assumed by our model; and (ii) con-
densin plays a critical role in the formation of
proper morphology and internal organization of
mitotic chromosomes, as well as in disassembly
of the interphase architecture (59).

Condensin I and II play distinct roles
in chromosome morphogenesis

Next, we separately determined the roles of
condensin I and II. Condensin I and II bind
chromatin independently (52, 56, 60, 61), and
recent in vitro mitotic chromosome assembly
experiments show that they can act individually
(62). Therefore, depletion of one condensin com-
plex is unlikely to affect the other, though we
cannot rule out more subtle interplay between
the complexes. We fused auxin-inducible degron
domains to the condensin II–specific kleisin CAP-
H2 (CAP-H2–mAID) or the condensin I–specific
kleisin CAP-H (CAP-H–mAID) in CDK1as DT40
cells (supplementarymaterials andmethods). The
addition of auxin led to >95% protein depletion
in G2-arrested CAP-H–mAID or CAP-H2–mAID
cells (fig. S19). Cells were then released from the
G2 block, and chromosome conformation was
determined by microscopy and Hi-C as cells
progressed through mitosis.
Depleting either condensin I or II alone led

to less severe phenotypes than depleting both
together (fig. S21). In contrast to cells lacking
both condensin I and II (SMC2-mAID), these
cells exited mitosis within 3 hours after entry
into prophase (fig. S2).
Comparison ofHi-C interactionmatrices (Fig. 4,

B and C, and fig. S20, B and C) and P(s) curves
(Fig. 5, A and B, and figs. S24, B and C; S25; and

S26) for CAP-H– and CAP-H2–depleted cells in
late prometaphase (t= 30min and 60min) shows
that they capture different aspects of the WT
architecture. The P(s) curve for CAP-H2–depleted
cells, where only condensin I remains active,
matches that of the intralayer organization of the
wild type up to ~6 Mb and lacks the second
diagonal band (Fig. 5B). The P(s) curve for CAP-H–
depleted cells (active condensin II)matches that of
the wild type only for the long-range organization
(6 to 20 Mb), including the second diagonal band
(Fig. 5B). CAP-H–depleted cells have amuch lower
contact frequency between loci separated by <6Mb
than do WT and CAP-H2–depleted cells. Thus,
condensin I and II play distinct roles at different
structural levels in mitotic chromosome mor-
phogenesis, providing amechanistic explanation
for earlier microscopic studies (60, 61, 63, 64).

Helical winding during prometaphase
requires condensin II

In condensin II–depleted cells, both A and B
compartments and TADs were lost starting
around the prophase-prometaphase transition
(t = 10 to 15min) (Fig. 4B and figs. S20 and S22).
In late prometaphase (t = 30 to 60 min), chro-
mosomes in these cells were longer and narrower
than WT chromosomes, as previously observed
(60, 63, 64) (fig. S21). P(s) curves for t = 10 and
15 min (early prometaphase) resembled those in
the wild type for late prophase (t = 10 min)
(compare Fig. 5A with Fig. 2A), displaying a
mild decay followed by a steep drop that is
characteristic for a densely packed loop array
(Fig. 2B). Most notably, CAP-H2 depletion pre-
vented emergence of the second diagonal band
in prometaphase in Hi-C contact frequency
maps and P(s) plots (Figs. 4B and 5B and fig.
S20B and S24B).
The close similarity between CAP-H2 pro-

metaphase and WT prophase Hi-C, as well as
the lack of the second diagonal, allowed us to
model CAP-H2 chromosomes as a prophase-like
array of a single layer of loops emanating from a
flexible, nonhelical scaffold. By systematically
varying the loop size and the degree of linear
compaction, we obtained excellent agreement
with experimental P(s) curves for ~40- to 60-kb
loops and a linear density of 15 Mb/mm for all
prometaphase time points (Fig. 5, D and E). This
linear density is one-third to one-fourth that of
WTprometaphase chromosomes (50 to 70Mb/mm).
These simulations indicate that in the absence of
condensin II, prometaphase chromosomes form
extended prophase-like loop arrays and do not
progress to further longitudinal shortening and
helical winding.

Condensin I modulates the internal
organization of prometaphase helical layers

Cells depleted for CAP-H (fig. S19) seemed to
progress through prophase normally: Hi-C data
show a rapid loss of compartments and TADs
(Fig. 4C and figs. S20C, S22, and S23), and by
late prophase, individual chromosomes were dis-
cerned by DAPI staining (fig. S21). Deviation from
the WT morphogenesis pathway was observed
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during prometaphase (i.e., afterNEBD),when the
bulk of condensin I normally loads in the wild
type (fig. S4, B and C). A second diagonal was
observed at 30 min, indicating helical winding
of the chromatids (Fig. 4C and fig. S20C), but this
was located at a genomic distance of ~12 Mb,
which inWTcellswas only observed at t=60min.
Therefore, the progression to larger helical turns
during prometaphase is accelerated in cells lack-
ing CAP-H.
Despite a spiral organization, the loss of

condensin I leads to a different loop arrangement
and folding, as seen from differences in the P(s)
curves: The intralayer arrangement of loops shows
a characteristic P(s) ~ s−0.5 from 400 kb to ~3 Mb,
with P(s) for the s < 400 kb region having a dif-
ferent slope, possibly reflecting a different intra-

loop organization. These features are captured
well by the coarse-grained model, with 200- to
400-kb loops emanating with correlated angular
orientations from a spiral scaffold (Fig. 5G). This
loop size agreeswell with the sizes of outer loops in
thebestmodels forWTchromosomes at t=60min
(Fig. 3H).
When we matched the t = 30 min P(s) curve

with the simulations of prometaphase chromo-
somes with helical scaffolds and nested loops,
the bestmatch was achievedwith either a single
layer of 200-kb loops or a nested system of loops,
with 400-kb outer loops and 200-kb inner loops
(Fig. 5F). Together these results suggest that
CAP-H (condensin I) is essential for the for-
mation of short (60- to 80-kb) inner loops but
is dispensable for ~200- to 400-kb outer loops

emanating from a helical staircase scaffold. The
helical arrangement appears weaker in conden-
sin I–depleted chromosomes, as illustrated by
the reduced strength of the second diagonal
and reduced peaks in the P(s) plots. One pos-
sible reason for this could be the much larger
loop sizes in condensin I–depleted chromo-
somes that may allow larger disorder in their
angular arrangement. Taken together, our data
obtained with CAP-H– and CAP-H2–depleted
cells support the formation of nested loops dur-
ing prometaphase.

Discussion

Wedelineate a folding pathway from interphase
to metaphase at minute time resolution. Hi-C
data reveal a periodic pattern of interactions
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Fig. 4. Defects in chromosome morphogenesis in condensin-depleted
cells. (A to C). Hi-C interaction frequency maps (binned at 100 kb) for
chromosome 7 at the indicated time points (top right in each heat map) after
release from G2 arrest. The first plot below each Hi-C interaction map
displays the compartment signal (eigenvector 1).The bottom graph shows the
insulation score (TADs; binned at 50 kb). (A) SMC2-mAID cells were treated

with auxin for 3 hours before release from G2 arrest to deplete SMC2. SMC2+:
Hi-C interaction map for G2-arrested cells before auxin treatment. SMC2−: Hi-C
interaction map for G2-arrested cells after 3 hours of auxin treatment. (B)
Hi-C data for CAP-H2–mAID cells treated for 3 hours with auxin before release
from G2 arrest to deplete CAP-H2. (C) Hi-C data for CAP-H–mAID cells
treated for 3 hours with auxin before release from G2 arrest to deplete CAP-H.
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that we show to be consistent with a spiral
staircase model of mitotic chromosome fold-
ing. This model unifies many disparate obser-
vations made over the past several decades. We
demonstrate that mitotic chromosomes have
nested loops formed by differential action of
condensin I and II, with condensin II being
required for helical coiling of mitotic chromo-
somes. Finally, we find that condensins are
required for the timely loss of the interphase
nuclear architecture.

A mitotic chromosome
morphogenesis pathway
The data and modeling presented here suggest
a chromosomemorphogenesis pathway bywhich
cells convert interphase chromosome organiza-
tion into compactedmitotic chromosomes (Fig. 6).
Together with previous observations (11), our
imaging and Hi-C data, coarse-grained models,
and polymer simulations reveal that interphase
features such as compartments and TADs are
lost within minutes upon entry into prophase,

in a condensin-dependent process, and that by
late prophase, chromosomes are organized as
radial loop arrays. The mechanism by which
TADs and compartments are lost is not known,
but our data show that condensin is required.
Additional contributing factors could include
the loss of CTCF and cohesin binding (fig. S4, B
and C) and increased levels of loop extrusion
that can erase boundaries even when CTCF is
still bound (fig. S27). Activation of the mitotic
kinase cascade is not sufficient to disassemble
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Fig. 5. Distinct roles for condensin I and II in mitotic chromosome
formation. (A) Genome-wide curves of contact frequency P(s) versus
genomic distance s, normalized to unity at s = 100 kb.The curves are P(s)
derived from Hi-C data obtained from CAP-H2–depleted (left) and
CAP-H–depleted (right) cells, at t = 7 to 60 min after release from G2 arrest.
Dashed line indicates P(s) = s−0.5. (B) Overlayed P(s) curves of WT,
CAP-H–, and CAP-H2–depleted chromosomes show independent contribu-
tions of two condensin complexes to short- and long-distance contacts.
(C) Polymer models of CAP-H2–depleted (top) and CAP-H–depleted
(bottom) chromosomes. (Top) Depletion of CAP-H2 is modeled via removal
of outer loops and relaxation of the helix. (Bottom) Depletion of CAP-H is
modeled via removal of the inner loopswhile preserving the helical arrangement
of the scaffold. Condensin II loop anchors are shown in red; condensin I

loop anchors are shown in blue. (D) P(s) derived from late prometaphase
CAP-H2–depletion Hi-C experiments (red line) and the three best-fitting
polymer models (grayscale lines).The average loop size and linear density of
loops along the chromosome axis are indicated. (E) Average loop size and linear
DNA density of the three best-fitting models of CAP-H2–depleted chromo-
somes at different time points. (F) P(s) derived from late prometaphase
CAP-H–depletion Hi-C experiments (red line) and the best-fitting polymer
models with and without nested inner loops (grayscale lines).The average size
of the outer and inner loops, the length of a helix turn in megabases, and the
helical pitch are indicated. (G) Best-fitting P(s) predictions by the staircase
coarse-grainedmodel for late prometaphaseCAP-H–depletionHi-C experiments
at t = 30 min after release of G2 arrest (gray lines). Red lines denote
experimental P(s). (Top) Loop size is 200 kb; (bottom) loop size is 400 kb.
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interphase chromatin organization without the
action of condensin.
Our models that achieve the best agreement

with Hi-C data show that, during prophase,
condensin II–dependent loops grow from 30 to
40 kb up to 60 kb in size, leading to a ~twofold
increase in linear chromatin density from ~7 to
15 Mb/mm. Condensins at loop bases form a
chromosomal scaffold (19, 62), which may be a
dynamic rather than static structure, and loops
are arranged consecutively along it (one loop
every ~5 nm of the axis). The radial arrangement
of loops around the central flexible scaffold is
not random, with consecutive loops projecting
in similar directions; that is, with an angularly
correlated arrangement.
Chromosomes shorten along their longitudinal

axis and becomewider during prometaphase. Our
simulations show that condensin II loops con-
tinue to grow to 200 to 400 kb by 30 min and
400 to 700 kb by 60 min, accompanied by an
increase in the linear chromatin density, which
reaches 60 Mb/mm. However, two important re-
organizations take place during prometaphase.
First, large condensin II–mediated loops are sub-
divided into smaller 80-kb loops in a condensin
I–dependent process, thus producing a nested
loop arrangement with ~400-kb outer loops and
~80-kb inner loops. Second, the loop array ac-
quires a helical arrangement as evidenced by the
appearance of a second diagonal band in Hi-C
maps for all loci and chromosomes. Models show
that this helical arrangement of loops can be
achieved if the scaffold forms a narrow helical
spiral staircase inside an otherwise homogeneous
cylindrical chromosome. The radius, height of

each turn (pitch), and number of kilobases per
turn of this helix continue to grow through
prometaphase, and this growth is somewhat
restrained by condensin I. An emerging model
of the prometaphase chromosome thus has a
central helical scaffold, formed by condensin II
(62), that organizes 200- to 400-kb outer loops
that are further subdivided into 80-kb condensin
I–mediated inner loops to achieve a high volume
density.
Chromosomes in DT40 cells range in size from

almost 200 Mb to less than 1 Mb. Our Hi-C
analysis shows that the organization of prophase
and prometaphase chromosomes is largely inde-
pendent of their length: The size of loops and the
amount of DNA per helical turn is the same for
all chromosomes larger than 10 to 20Mb (fig. S11).
For the chromosomes that are shorter than one
turn of the helix (which together contain <6% of
the chicken genome), we do not see the second
diagonal in the Hi-C maps, indicating that, as
expected, the scaffold is too short and cannot
complete a full helical turn. (fig. S11). Simulating
the structure of short (<10 to 20 Mb) chromo-
somes is difficult because most of their chroma-
tin is close to a telomere or a centromere, which
may affect its organization, and our models do
not describe how DNA is arranged at the tips of
the chromosomes.

Comparison to previous and classical studies

Although specific details of this model emerge
from an unbiased fitting of models to the data,
the emerging organization and its quantitative
characteristics agree with earlier studies. First,
the 60- to 80-kb sizes of the inner loops are

decidedly similar to values suggested by an ex-
tensive survey of the literature (44), measure-
ments from electronmicroscopy (6, 19), andHi-C
analysis ofmitoticHeLa cells (8). Similarly, changes
of linear density from prophase to prometaphase
in the best models (from 15 to 50 Mb/mm) are
consistent with prophase chromosomes being
at least twice as long as metaphase chromo-
somes (11, 61).
Second, helical prometaphase chromosomes

have long been observed in certain chromosome
preparations (10, 37, 38, 40), and this has led to
diverse models for how mitotic chromosomes
are folded. Our analysis of Hi-C data indicates
that the prometaphase chromosome is organized
around a helical central region or scaffold: Loops
emanate with helical packing from a centrally
located spiral staircase scaffold. Modeling shows
that other helical arrangements of loop arrays—
for instance, coiling of the entire loop array it-
self (40, 50, 65, 66)—are not consistent with our
Hi-C data.
Our helical scaffold-loopmodel unifies a range

of models and observations made over the years.
It explains how a helical chromatin packing
arrangement can be achieved while scaffold pro-
teins such as condensins and topoisomerase
II are localized centrally (15–17), within a cy-
lindrical chromatid that is not obviously helical
when visualized with a DNA dye such as DAPI
(67). By late prometaphase, we estimate the
height of one helical turn to be ~200 nm, which
is also the size of the layer (12-Mb layer at a
linear density of 60 Mb/mm) and is consistent
with microscope observations suggesting that
consecutive genomic loci follow a helical gyre
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Fig. 6. A mitotic chromo-
some morphogenesis
pathway. In prophase, con-
densin II compacts chromo-
somes into arrays of
consecutive loops and sister
chromatids split along their
length. The scaffold of con-
densin II–mediated loop
bases is indicated in red.
Upon nuclear envelope
breakdown and entry into
prometaphase, condensin II–
mediated loops become
increasingly large as they
split into smaller ~80-kb
loops by condensin I. Chro-
mosomes are shown as
arrays of loops. Top, cross
section; bottom, side view.
(Only inner loops can be
observed microscopically. For
clarity, loops are indicated as
separate entities pointing in one direction, though in reality loops are
unstructured and can mix.) The nested arrangements of centrally
located condensin II–mediated loop bases and more peripherally
located condensin I–mediated loop bases are indicated in red and
blue, respectively. During prometaphase, the central scaffold acquires

a helical arrangement with loops rotating around the scaffold as steps
in a spiral staircase (the helical path of the loops is indicated by
arrows). As prometaphase progresses, outer loops grow, the number
of loops per turn increases, and chromosomes shorten to form the
mature mitotic chromosome.
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with a pitch of ~250 nm within the cylindrical
shape of chromatids (68).

Possible mechanisms

Such loop arrangements can naturally emerge
as a result of a loop extrusion process. Loop
extrusion has been hypothesized as amechanism
of chromosome compaction (69, 70) and most
recently examined by simulations (25, 48, 71) and
supported by single-molecule studies (72). In this
process, each condensin starts forming a progres-
sively larger loop until it dissociates or stops as
it is blocked by neighboring condensins or other
DNA-binding proteins. A recent study demon-
strated that this process can form an array of
consecutive loops (8) with condensins forming a
central scaffold in the middle of a cylindrical
chromosome (48), essential features of mitotic
chromosomes. Sister chromatids are resolved by
late prophase (11–13), indicating that the forma-
tion of loop arrays occurs as sister chromatid
arms become separated.
Another aspect of loop extrusion is that loop

sizes are established by a dynamic process of
condensin exchange, without a need for barrier
elements or specific loading sites (25). This is
consistent with our Hi-C data that suggests that
loop bases are not positioned at specific repro-
ducible positions [e.g., scaffold or matrix attach-
ment regions (73, 74)] in a population of cells.
Analysis of published ChIP data for SMC2 in
mitotic DT40 cells (45) shows a low level of con-
densin binding throughout the genome and only
very few loci enriched in condensin binding:
Only 289 sites show more than a fivefold enrich-
ment compared with DNA input, and 4617 sites
showmore than twofold enrichment. These num-
bers are much lower than the 16,000 inner loops
our data and models predict. The condensin-
enriched sites show a Hi-C interaction pattern
consistent with them being at the bases of loops
slightly more frequently than other loci (fig. S13).
On the basis of these analyses, we estimate that
more than 95% ofmitotic loops are not positioned
at specific loci.
Simulations show that loop extrusion slowly

approaches the steady state by exchanging
condensins and gradually increasing loop sizes
during this process (25). This is consistent with
the gradual growth of loops up to 500 kb by slowly-
exchanging condensin II, as well as relatively rapid
formation of 60- to 80-kb inner loops by the
more rapidly-exchanging condensin I (75).
The formation of nested loops was critical

for our polymer simulations to reproduce pro-
metaphase Hi-C data because only this allowed
a higher linear chromatin density. In this ar-
chitecture, the outer loop bases are located at
the central scaffold, whereas the inner, nested
loop bases are radially displaced. Our analy-
sis of condensin I or II depletion reveals that
condensin II generates outer loops and con-
densin I generates inner loops. Our simulations
reveal that this nested loop arrangement can
be explained by the longer half-life of con-
densin II and the shorter half-life of condensin
I on chromatin, as measured by fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (75) (movie S1).
Nested loops form only in prometaphase,
when condensin I gains access to chromatin.
Thus, loop extrusion models can explain the
nested loop arrangement of condensed mitotic
chromosomes.
Why condensin II–based scaffolds acquire he-

licity only in prometaphase (and not in prophase)
is not known, but this could involve interactions
with other proteins, such as DNA topoisomerase
II alpha or KIF4A. Our estimates of the radius of
the prometaphase scaffold (30 to 100 nm) are
consistent with a 50-nm length of SMC coiled
coils that can interact with each other through
HEAT repeats (76) ,which are known for their
ability to self-assemble into a helical spiral stair-
case (77). Gradual formation of such a HEAT-
mediated staircase and binding of other factors
can explain how the pitch and the radius of the
helix increase in time.
Mitotic chromatin still condenses in the absence

of both condensin I and II, although individu-
alized rod-shaped chromosomes are not formed
and cells cannot progress into anaphase. This sug-
gests additional mechanisms by which chromatin
becomes condensed during mitosis. Our simula-
tions also show that to achieve agreement with
Hi-Cdata, chromatin should be condensed (com-
putationally analogous to poor solvent condi-
tions), forming densely packed chromatin loops
within mitotic chromosomes, akin to the dense
packing of chromatin observed in mitotic chro-
mosomes by electron microscopy (46, 78, 79).
The molecular basis for this compaction is not
known but may involve mitosis-specific chro-
matin modifications (80, 81) or active motor
proteins such as KIF4A (82, 83).
The chromosome morphogenesis pathway de-

scribed here, and the identification of distinct
architectural roles for condensin I and II in orga-
nizing chromosomes as nested loop arrays wind-
ing around a helical spiral staircase scaffold within
a cylindrical chromatid, can guide future experi-
ments to uncover the molecular mechanisms by
which these complexes, and other key components
such as topoisomerase II alpha and KIF4A, act in
generating, (re)arranging, and condensing chro-
matin loops to build the mitotic chromosome.

Methods summary

DT40 cell cultures synchronously enteringmitosis
were analyzed by Hi-C, imaging, and proteomics
to determine the structure of chromosomes. Hi-C
data were used to quantify chromosome com-
partmentalization and to derive relationships be-
tween contact frequency P and genomic distance s.
Coarse-grained models and equilibrium polymer
simulations were performed to test models of
prophase and prometaphase chromosome orga-
nization against Hi-C data and to identify the
best-fitting parameters for the size of loops, helical
turn and pitch, and linear density (megabases per
micrometer of chromosome length). Imaging of
chromosome dimensions and condensin localiza-
tionwas carried out to validatemodel predictions.
Cell lines expressing condensin subunits fused
to auxin-inducible degron domains were used

to efficiently deplete these subunits before cells
entered mitosis. Hi-C and imaging analysis were
then performed to assess the effects of condensin
depletion on mitotic chromosome formation.
Detailed procedures for all methods are de-
scribed in the supplementary materials.
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